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9Choosing and manipulating images

Student’s Book:

Modelling with computers 
page 35-8

Time available:

60 minutes

You will learn:

How to choose and 
manipulate images to get a 
good graphic design.

You will need:

Computer with 
DTPsoftware

Access to clipart

Access to a printer

❏ 

❏

❏ 

What to do

1  Load the DTP program.

2  Set up a page layout with grids, dividing the page into 12 
boxes. (Use ‘page layout’, ‘page format’ or ‘arrange – layout 
guides’.)

3  Give the file a name. (Your computer should save your work 
regularly)

4  Compose a one page flyer advertising a ‘Come and see the 
D&T examination coursework’ parents’ evening. The flyer 
should include the following:

◆ banner and logo;

◆ main story 1 with picture, headline, space for text;

◆ story 2 with picture, headline, space for text.
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5 Do not write the text at this 
stage!

 You will need to import the 
clipart into a picture frame.

 You can treat both the text 
and headlines as text frames 
into which you can import 
text,

 Your flyer will have three sorts 
of space:

◆ white space which has 
neither text nor image:

◆ picture frames which will 
hold images;

◆ text frames which will hold 
text.

6 Manipulate the picture frames 
and text frames until you have 
a layout with a balance of 
text, images and white space 
that looks good.

7  Practice grouping objects so 
that they stay together. (You 
do this by selecting them and 
clicking onto the ‘group’ icon´

8 Import some clipart into the 
picture frames´

9 If you have time, write up 
some text and import it into 
the text frames.

10 Print and save.

Homework suggestion

1 Collect some flyers that have come through your front door. 

2 Mark them up with the layout grid.

3 Identify the key features in the grid:

◆ images;

◆ banners and logos;

◆ headlines;

◆ text.

Banner and logo

Image 1    Text 1

Text 2    Image 2  




